Proper Proper integration integration of of scheduling scheduling and and control. control. in 
p,rovlde qualtty
To To achieve achieve this this level level quality manufacturing manufacturing process. process. control. 1,3.4,7,8,16,17 The The FMS FMS scheduling scheduling problem problem has has been been defined defined by by Kiran Kiran and and Alptekin Alptekin 6 6 .,7 7 as as follows: follows: "':liven "':Jiven an an FMS, FMS, its its actual actual state, state, and and a a set set of of parts parts With rcquirements with known known processing processing requirements and and due due dates, dates, determine determine the the start start and and completion completion time time of of operations operations of of each each part part to to be be produced". produced". sizes.
of of integration, integration, the the developments developments in in computer computer tech technolqgy and and sophisticated sophisticated techniques techniques of of artificial artificial in intelligence telligence (AI) (AI) should should be be applied applied to to such such FMS FMS functions functions as as scheduling. scheduling. In In this this paper, paper, we we present present an an Intelligent Intelligent Scheduling Scheduling System System for for FMS FMS under under development development that that makes makes use use of of the the integration integration of of two two AI AI technologies. technologies. These These two two Al Al technologies technologies ---Neural Neural Networks Networks and and Expert Expert Systems Systems ----

NEURAL NEURAL NETWORKS NETWORKS
A A neural neural network network can can be be described described as as an an information-processing information-processing system system composed composed of of a a large large number number of of interconnected interconnected processing processing elements elements (See (See Figure Figure 2 ).; 2).; Each Each of of these these processing processing elements elements has has a a number number of of inputs inputs which which are are modified modified by by adaptive adaptive coefftcients coefftcients (weights) (weights) and and generates generates an an output output signal signal that that is is a a function function of of its its weighted weighted in inputs. puts. The The processing processing elements elements are are often often divided divided into into layers--groups layers--groups of of processing processing elements. elements. Neural Neural networks networks have have several several "natural" "natural" characteristics characteristics provided provided by by 'their 'their structure structure such such as: as: generaliza generalization, tion, abstraction, abstraction, speed, speed, mappings mappings of of complex complex re relationships, lationships, training training by by example, example, and and graceful graceful degradation. degradation. On On the the other other hand, hand, there there are are several several limitations limitations of of neural neural networks, networks, among among them: them: im· immature mature technology, technology, no no explanation explanation capabilities, capabilities, and and lack lack of of flexible flexible learning learning mechanisms. mechanisms.
ANALYSIS ANALYSIS Expert
Expert systems systems and and neural neural networks networks might might be be integrated integrated in in order order to to strengthen strengthen the the best best features features of of each. each. This This integration integration will will provide provide systems systems more more responsive responsive and and adaptive adaptive to to the the environment. environment. For For example, example, an an ES ES could could utilize utilize a a neural neural network network to to search search for for the the implicit implicit features features of of a a database database (hypertext (hypertext retrieval). retrieval). In In addition, addition, a a neural neural network work could could be be utilized utilized to to develop develop innovative innovative knowledge knowledge acquisition acquisition strategies, strategies, especially especially when when the the problem problem to to be be solved solved has has a a great great deal deal of of pat pattern tern classification. classification. Also, Also, a a neural neural network network might might help help the the expert expert system system problem-solving problem-solving strategy strategy providing providing an an initial initial approach approach as as well well as as support support to to the the user user interface. interface. net· In In the the following following section, section, details details are are given given of of how how the the ISSjFMS ISSjFMS integrates integrates the the nature nature of of the the "biologically "biologically inspired" inspired" behavior behavior of of neural neural networks networks with with the the symbolic symbolic representation representation and and inference inference mechanism mechanism which which characterize characterize expert expert systems systems in in order order to to provide provide good good schedules. schedules.
INTELLIGENT INTELLIGENT SCHEDULING SCHEDULING SYSTEM SYSTEM FOR FOR FMS FMS (ISS/FMS) (ISS/FMS)
The The architecture architecture of of the the ISS(FMS ISS(FMS consists consists of of the the following following subsystems subsystems (See (See Figure Figure I ): I):
Expert Expert Scheduler; Scheduler; Procedural Procedural Programs; Programs; Neural Neural Network Network System System for for Heuristics; Heuristics; Expert Expert Look-Ahead Look-Ahead Scheduler; Scheduler; Neural Neural Network Network System System for for Coefficients; Coefficients; Learning Learning Unit Unit (Under (Under Development). Development).
ISS/FMS
The The ISS(FMS has has been been designed designed using using modu modularity larity principles principles in in order order to to facilitate facilitate addition addition of of new new units units to to enhance enhance its its planning planning and and problem problemsolving solving horizon. horizon. These These units units will will be be explained explained in in the the following following subsections. subsections. The The a a rule· based In In the the ISS/FMS, ISS/FMS, there there are are declarative, declarative, proce procedural, dural, and and "biological "biological inspired" inspired" knowledge. knowledge. The The Expert Expert Scheduler Scheduler interprets interprets the the request request for for sched sched uling/rescheduling. uling/rescheduling. After After that that the the Expert Expert Scheduler Scheduler proceeds proceeds to to read read the the files files that that contain contain the the task task database database with with the the following following information: information: A) A) Task Task Code Code and and Job Job Information. Information. Details Details of of the the implementation implementation using using predicate predicate logic logic as assertions sertions written written in in PROLOG PROLOG are are given given below: below: _oCJobs The The Expert Expert Scheduler Scheduler reads reads the the files files corre corresponding sponding to to the the cell cell status, status, availability availability of of materi materials, als, and and according according to to a a time time assigned assigned by by thf thf upper upper level level concludes concludes if if the the generation generation of of a a result result is is possible. possible. If If the the Expert Expert Scheduler Scheduler perceives perceives the the task task to to be be infeasible, infeasible, it it sends sends a a request request to to the the up upper per level. level.
The The Expert Expert Scheduler, Scheduler, based based on on the the job job data, data, request request data, data, and and degree degree of of feasibility, feasibility, decides decides on on which which heuristic heuristic to to frre. frre. Also, Also, based based on on the the time time frame frame provided, provided, the the Expert Expert Look Look Ahead Ahead Scheduler Scheduler is is fired. fired.
The The The dispatching dispatching heuristics heuristics are are fired fired according according to to a a set set of of rules rules based based on on statistical statistical analysis analysis of of historical historical data, data, and and the the output output of of a a neural neural network network system. system. The The rules rules based based on on statistical statistical analysis analysis and and those those to to give give specific specific directions directions to to the the neural neural net network work system system are are in in two two separate separate modules modules (See (See 1). Presently Presently the the performance performance is is strictly strictly Figure Figure I ). based based on on tardiness, tardiness, but but future future enhancements enhancements will will include: include:
Minimization Minimization of of In-Process In-Process Inventory Inventory Maximization Maximization of of Machine Machine Utilization. Utilization.
Statistical Statistical Analysis Analysis
The The statistical statistical rule rule module module was was developed developed using using the the results results of of of of extensive extensive simulation simulation runs, runs, done done for for this this purpose. purpose. The The statistical statistical analysis analysis of of these these sim simulation ulation runs runs has has taken taken into into consideration consideration the the per performance formance of of each each dispatching dispatching rule, rule, the the number number of of jobs, jobs, the the number number of of machines machines involved, involved, the the due due dates, dates, processing processing times, times, and and standard standard deviations deviations of of some some of of the the parameters parameters mentioned mentioned above. above. This This rule rule module module will will generate generate a a confidence confidence factor factor for for each each rule rule according according to to the the expected expected performance performance based based on on historical historical data. data.
After After the the confidence confidence factors factors are are developed, developed, a a control control strategy strategy will will compare compare the the confidence confidence fac factors tors with with certain certain heuristic heuristic thresholds. thresholds. The The sol solutions utions will will be be part part of of the the dynamic dynamic data data base. base. If If th:ere th:ere is is no no satisfactory satisfactory solution, solution, the the Expert Expert Scheduler Scheduler has has the the capability capability of of backtracking backtracking and and modifying modifying the the heuristic heuristic thresholds. thresholds.
Neural Neural Network Network System System for for Heuristics Heuristics
In In order order to to use use a a neural neural network, network, One One of of the the problems problems to to define define is is the the input input feature feature space. space. One One has has to to develop develop an an appropriate appropriate way way to to represent represent the the problem problem in in order order to to make make it it "understandable" "understandable" for for the the network. network. Without Without this this key key feature, feature, the the neural neural network network will will fail fail to to learn learn the the relationship relationship with with the the efficiency efficiency and and accuracy accuracy desired. desired. For For example, example, for for tardiness, tardiness, we we selected selected the the following following dimensions dimensions for for the the input input feature feature space space (Figure (Figure 3). 3 The The job job database database is is formatted formatted to to be be utilized utilized by by the the Neural Neural Network Network System. System. The The output output of of the the network network ranks ranks the the different different scheduling scheduling heuristics heuristics available. available. Several Several neural neural networks networks have have been been trained trained using using the the results results of of simulation simulation runs, runs, taking taking into into consideration consideration the the input input feature feature space space and and ranking ranking of of priority priority rules rules achieved achieved according according to to the the relative relative tardiness tardiness values. values. A A typical typical network network has has 40 40 input input units, units, 121 121 hidden hidden units, units, and and 6 6 outputs. outputs. They They have have been been trained trained using using the the backpropagation backpropagation rule. rule.
When When the the Neural Neural Network Network System System (See (See Figure Figure  I ) I) receives receives the the prompt prompt from from the the Expert Expert Scheduler, Scheduler, a a set set of of rules rules analyzes analyzes the the job job database database and and de decides cides on on which which network network to to utilize. utilize. The The outputs outputs of of the the neural neural network network represent represent the the ranking ranking of of each each heuristic heuristic according according to to the the relationship relationship saved saved in in the the neural neural structure. structure. This This information information is is sent sent to· to· the the Expert Expert Scheduler Scheduler to to be be used used by by the the controller controller as as explained explained below. below.
Controller Controller
The The Controller Controller is is a a rule rule module module in in the the Expert Expert Scheduler Scheduler that that takes takes into into consideration consideration the the confi confidence dence factors factors generated generated by by the the rule rule module module based based on on statistical statistical analysis analysis results results and and the the ranking ranking pro provided vided by by the the Neural Neural Network Network System. System. The The C~n C~n troller troller makes makes the the decision decision about about the the speCIfic speCIfic procedural procedural programs programs to to be be called. called. This This decision decision process process determines determines the the best best heuristic heuristic rule(s) rule(s) to to be be used used for for the the problem problem by by evaluating evaluating both both inputs. inputs.
Discriminator Discriminator
The The Discriminator Discriminator is is a a rule rule module module in in the the Ex Expert pert Scheduler. Scheduler. According According to to the the time time frame frame of of the the decision decision making, making, the the discriminator discriminator receives receives the the answers answers to to the the scheduling scheduling problem problem from from the the se selected lected heuristics heuristics and and the the Expert Expert Look Look Ahead Ahead Scheduler. Scheduler. It It selects selects the the best best among among them, them, and and proceeds proceeds to to send send the the answer answer to to the the global global database database of of the the system. system. If If the the final final schedule schedule does does not not meet meet some some of of the the high high priority priority constraints, constraints, the the C?ntrol C?ntroller ler checks checks the the decision decision time time frame frame to to determme determme the the time time constraints. constraints. It It then then makes makes changes changes to to the the job job database database and and recursively recursively proceeds proceeds with with the the proc process. ess. This This heuristic heuristic procedure procedure which which was was utilized utilized mainly mainly for for the the tardiness tardiness criterion, criterion, has has been been proven proven to to be be efficient for for the the FMS FMS scheduling scheduling problem problem (See (See eFficient 6 6 • • 14 14 Table Table 1 ). 1). A A neural neural network network system system is is utilized utilized to to provide provide certain certain coefficients coefficients to to accelerate accelerate the the per performance formance of of the the algorithm algorithm and and improve improve its its effi efficiency. ciency. Also, Also, it it implements implements heuristics heuristics in in order order to to optimize optimize the the solution solution achieved achieved if if the the decision decision time time frame frame permits. permits.
The The Feedback Feedback Heuristic Heuristic of of Kiran Kiran and and Alptekin Alptekin 6 6 is is based based in in a a job job priority priority according according to: to: Priority Priority = = (1 (1 -- There There are are important important considerations considerations to to make make about about the the Feedback Feedback Heuristic Heuristic scheduling scheduling proce procedure. dure. These These considerations considerations are are necessary necessary because because they they provide provide the the justifications justifications for for using using AI AI tech techniques niques in in order order to to improve improve the the performance performance of of this this algorithm algorithm . . Coefficien Coefficients. ts.
The The relationship relationship between between the the job job characteristics characteristics and and the the coefficients coefficients is is very very complex. complex. The The coeffi coefficients cients determine determine an an optimal optimal solution solution for for the the scheduling scheduling problems. problems. It It is is possible possible to to generate generate se several veral alpha alpha and and beta beta pairs pairs and and after after that that select select the the ~estest among among t~em. t~em. But But .this .this might might be be computa computatIOnally tIOnally expenSIve expenSIve or or agaInst agaInst the the real real time time control control considerations considerations (see (see Table Table 2 ). 2). Therefore, Therefore, it it is is nec necessary essary to to provide provide a a way way to to determine determine the the coeffi coefficient cient from from the the job job database. database.
Heuristics Heuristics to to Search Search for for Coefficients. Coefficients.
We We have have developed developed our our own own heuristics heuristics to to work work from from results results of of a a set set of of pairs pairs of of alpha alpha and and beta beta to to get get a a better better solution. solution. These These heuristics heuristics control control the the strategy strategy of of getting getting new new pairs pairs of of coefficients, coefficients, and and also also when when the to to stop stop searching searching because because of of thc low low probability probability of of generating generating better better results. results.
Neural Neural Network Network System System For For Coefficients Coefficients
A A neural neural network, network, with with all all its its advantages advantages of of learning learning without without programming, programming, and and software software available available for for fast fast prototyping prototyping with with information information about about 120 120 pairs pairs of of coefficients, coefficients, will will perform perform the the mapping mapping of of the the relationship relationship and and provide provide a a solution solution that that could could be be evaluated evaluated faster faster than than any any set set of of rules. rules. Also, Also, the the probability probability of of generating generating an an effi effiden den t t pair pair of of coefficients coefficients will will be be increased. increased.
Several Several prototypes prototypes were were designed designed around around the the backpropagation backpropagation neural neural network network paradigm. paradigm. This This paradigm paradigm has has been been proven proven to to be be able able to to make make complex complex mapping mapping of of relationships relationships 11,15 11,15 A A special special editor editor was was developed developed that that took took 150 150 examples examples and and formatted formatted the the input input and and the the respec respectiye tiye output. output. It It was was then then decided decided to to generate generate the the dIfferent dIfferent prototype prototype structUres. structUres. Finally, Finally, each each one one of of the the structures structures was was evaluated evaluated on on the the following following parameters: parameters: I. I. Iterations Iterations needed; needed; 2. 2. Learning Learning performance; performance; 3. 3. Learning Learning time. time.
